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1. Introdution

When Jerzy mentioned in B�dlewo, on 17 August 2004, that George was the

person who introdued him to the international sienti� ommunity, George

was quite taken by that ompliment, whih, as we think, was not only a

ompliment. This happened in B�dlewo, where Jerzy introdued George at

a speial session in honor of Jerzy's 60th birthday. This was a preliminary

session related to the 13th International Workshop on Matries and Statistis

(IWMS), held in B�dlewo 18�21 August 2004. The speial session was the

idea of Augustyn Markiewiz and we understand that it took a while before

Jerzy agreed with it. Now, after realising how soon (8 Marh 2005) Jerzy

passed away, our soiety an be pleased to have that session arranged.
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Jerzy had a remarkable number of oauthors, 46; see Table 2.5 in

O.M. Baksalary and Styan (2005). The obvious king in this bunh is of

ourse Radosªaw Kala

∗
with 50 papers published from 1973 to 1986. Jerzy

indeed enjoyed doing things together: there was more fun to do things to-

gether.

The majority of Jerzy's oauthors are naturally Poles and de�nitely

Radek Kala, Oskar Maria Baksalary, Anita Dobek, Jan Hauke, Augustyn

Markiewiz, et., have their own experienes about Jerzy as a oauthor. In

this note we wish to present some glimpses of Jerzy as an international oau-

thor. For further personal omments on the life and publiations of Jerzy we

refer to the extensive artile by O.M. Baksalary and Styan (2005) in Linear

Algebra and its Appliations.

The Tampere-Poznan-Montréal triangle has an interesting beginning in

the following letter that Erkki Liski and Simo Puntanen wrote to Professors

Baksalary and Kala on 18 Deember 1981:

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for very interesting researh papers you have

published in di�erent journals. We have read them with great

interest. Our interest lies to a great extent on the same topis

and this is why we would like to ontat you. We enlose here

some tehnial reports and a dotoral dissertation and we would

be very glad about any omments.

We think, by the way, that we have at least one ommon

friend: Professor George P.H. Styan, who positively referred to

your artiles. He visited our department �rst in January 1976

and the seond time on July this year. We felt him a very

inspiring person.

Sinerely yours,

Erkki Liski and Simo Puntanen

∗

Coinidentally, aording to O.M. Baksalary and Styan (2005, p. 10), Radosªaw Kala

and Jerzy K. Baksalary defended their their Ph.D. dissertations on exatly the same day,

29 September 1975. However, this is not all: Oskar Maria Baksalary defended his Ph.D.

in mathematis exatly 30 years later�29 September 2005.
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George had met Jerzy �rst time in 1980, when he was invited by Andrzej

Kozek to visit Poland and to give a leture at the Institute of Mathematis

of the Polish Aademy of Sienes in Wroªaw and Andrzej arranged for him,

with help from Baksalary and Kala, also to give a leture at the Agriultural

University of Pozna«. Both Jerzy Baksalary and Radek Kala met him at

the main railway station in Pozna« on Wednesday, 27 August 1980. On

Thursday 28 August, Pozna«'s publi transit went on strike (this was the

beginning of the Solidarity movement) and everybody ended up walking to

attend George's talk.

Jerzy was invited to Tampere in 1983, to the First International Tampere

Seminar on Linear Statistial Models and their Appliations, 30 August � 2

September 1983, but unfortunately, he ould not make it. The partiipants

of this event (keynote speakers being C. Radhakrishna Rao and George P.H.

Styan) mailed a joint postard to Jerzy regretting his absene. Later Jerzy

was a VIP visitor to Tampere, like in the Seond International Tampere Con-

ferene in Statistis, 1�4 June 1987, and in the International Workshop on

Linear Models, Experimental Designs, and Related Matrix Theory (IWMS-

1), 6�8 August 1990, and most importantly, as the visiting Professor of the

Aademy of Finland, September 1989 � August 1990.

On 3 June 1984, Erkki Liski and Simo Puntanen stepped out of

the train in the Pozna« Railway Station in order to attend the Interna-

tional Statistial Conferene in Linear Inferene, held in Pozna«, 4�9 June

1984. That event was the �rst time they had an opportunity to meet alive

the Dynami Duo, Baksalary-Kala, whih was known to everyone interested

in linear models. The highlight for Erkki and Simo was the Nordi-Polish

Session at the apartment of Jan Hauke. Jerzy, in his long hair, proposing

toasts for �empty sets� (as he put it), smoking like himney, was the Master of

the Ceremonies: Jerzy appreiated good parties�in addition to serious hard

researh work.

Jerzy stepped on the North Amerian ontinent �rst time on 3 May

1988 and George and Simo went to the Montréal-Mirabel Airport to welome

him. Jerzy was rather exhausted after the long �ight, telling that through

all his �ight he had been reading and orreting the thesis of Augustyn

Markiewiz. �Oh, those youngsters and their writings . . . �, was Jerzy's

omment.

In 1988 Jerzy spent the month of May in Montréal, while Simo was also

visiting George. At the end of May, we all went to Madison for a onferene,
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and thereafter Jerzy visited also Kirti Shah in Waterloo and C. Radhakrishna

Rao in Pittsburgh; so it was an eventful period and inluded several ongoing

projets.

On 13 January 1988, Simo wrote a letter to Jerzy about the forthoming

arrangements. From this letter we may borrow the following interesting

exerpt:

Tampere, 13 January 1988

Dear Jerzy:

. . . I have an extremely onvenient and fast ommuniation

way with George: eletroni mail. Sine last summer we have

been using it almost daily. As you may know, it is a omputer

network, very simple to use and quite reliable. Sometimes my

memos go to Montréal only in some minutes but usually it takes

an hour or so; during the weekends the systems are, however,

sometimes down. On best days I have sent a memo to George in

the morning, he has reeived it and replied and one again I have

replied to him�and all this within one day!

. . .During the weekend I reeived a memo from George where

he states that he has reserved for you and me apartments in a

building alled a Greek Center, or �Chateau Poppy�. It takes

only �ve minutes from there to walk to George's apartment.

. . .

Simo

Jerzy had a good sense of humor, but there was one episode in Chateau

Poppy in May 1988, when it was heavily tested. One afternoon Jerzy and

Simo agreed that they will meet in the morning at 9 o'lok in order to go

to MGill. Then, in the same evening, at 9 o'lok, Jerzy knoked Simo's

door, arrying his bag and saying that let's go. Simo looked very surprised

and then Jerzy realized that after having afternoon naps, he had understood

that it is now morning and time has ome to go the Burnside Hall. � Later

that same evening Simo went to the neighboring groery shop to buy some

breakfast stu�. The shop owner said that �Your friend was here an hour ago

and was very disappointed that we had no more today's newspapers. He was

thinking that it was far too early to run out of the day's newspaper!�

Jerzy was extremely independent. He was de�nitely a great ollabo-

rator but in many every-day matters he really appreiated independene.
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To tell an example, in Madison in May 1988 (attending the Third SIAM

Conferene on Applied Linear Algebra with George and Simo), Jerzy had

his own kettle. He was ooking tea on that while he was working in his hotel

room.

We guess that many of Jerzy's ollaborators learnt to know him as

a dynamo of the paper in progress. He was running the show, most of

the time. Augustyn Markiewiz just reently mentioned that as regards his

early papers with Jerzy, Jerzy was so keen on putting them into words that

Augustyn later realised that he was not fully aware what it is to put the

researh results into a form of a manusript, and later on he has requested

that his students do write the ideas onto the draft at the very early phase.

In spring 1988, Simo expressed his onern to Jerzy for having

too little time to devote for the latest projet.

Jerzy's reply (6 April 1988) was as follows:

Pozna«, 6 April 1988

Dear Simo:

. . . First of all, I am taking the liberty of ommenting on the

last paragraph of your letter of Marh 29, 1988. I must explain

that my understanding of joint work in mathematis is ompletely

free from measuring (how?) ontributions of eah of the oauthors

to a projet. As you know, a lot of various impulses, in most ases

rather unpreditable, are needed to omplete a paper, and when

this stage is ahieved, all the details onerning the development

proess beome neglible.

. . .

Jerzy

In autumn 1989 in Tampere, there was one a several days' period when

Jerzy was oupied by ful�lling several forms and douments, administrative

ones, for his Polish headquarter. After ompleting the forms, he was rather

exhausted and said that now he will need some heavy mathematis to reover.

A typial Baksalarian statement.

One Friday in Tampere in autumn 1989 Jerzy was reading an

artile in the Canadian Journal of Statistis. After 5 minutes he said:

�I know how to generalize this. We an do it this afternoon.� And so it was

done. When Jerzy got an idea about something that was interesting to

him, he had a remarkable apaity to go ahead and write up the �rst draft.
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In Wilderton Avenue (George's apartment) in 1988 George one evening

proposed Jerzy that we three should write a ommentary paper for

T.W. Anderson's Colleted Papers: immediately Jerzy said yes, give me

a pen and paper and some oil, and then he indeed started.

Jerzy's retorship took him out of researh for about 10 years, but after

that it was delightful to meet him and Oskar in IWMS-9 in Hyderabad,

India, Deember 2000. George almost lost his temper with the reeptionist

when he believed that somebody had oupied his room in Seunderabad

Club: that somebody was not just anybody�it was Jerzy. Jerzy was bak

in matries: it was quite a remarkable ahievement to return bak to the

top researh after 10 years, ahievement showing again the uniqueness of

Jerzy K. Baksalary.

We were very delighted to learn that Disussiones Mathematiae is

devoting a speial memorial issue for Jerzy: he earns that extremely well.

Referene

[1℄ O.M. Baksalary and G.P.H. Styan, Some omments on the life and

publiations of Jerzy K. Baksalary (1944�2005), Linear Algebra and its

Appliations 410 (2005), 3�53.
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